AROUND THE GREEN

35 – the lakes but failed to make the leader board on this occasion. Those who made it were (all nett) : 0-18: Mike Fance, 70. Ernie Hart, 74. Andy Shin, 75. 19-28: Mel Brown, 70. Martin Forester, 75. Martin Myson, 81.

Our thanks to Channels for an interesting day and to their captain, Bob Salmon, for presenting prizes donated by Colliers, Kings, Cowies, CMW, Rigby Taylor and Pattisson.

MICK LATHROPE

SCOTTISH REGION

Fraserburgh GC was the venue for the Scottish Region Iseki finals on May 28th. Travelling up the evening before it was a beautiful night and all looked set for a great day to follow. Came the dawn the sky was overcast and grey and the temperature was chilly to say the least. However it was dry and it warmed as the day wore on.

The course was in excellent order, thanks to Gordon Moir and his team, and the hospitality and catering was first class – thanks to Brian and Karen Thomson and their staff. We especially thank Alan Bolt, Captain of Fraserburgh, for joining us at the presentation to say a few kind words, and to his council for giving us the courtesy of the course. Our thanks also to beki – represented by Peter Powell and ably abetted by Hady Wheel for their sponsorship and to Reekie Plant for their demonstration tractor.

RESULTS: 1st Class: 1 Kevin Peace 72-2=70. 2 Gordon Moir 75-4=71. * 42

Machinery For Sale

Unused new equipment.
New Jacobsen Green King
New Jacobsen Turf Cat
New Jacobsen LF 100
Iseki 320 Tractor
35% off list price.

Contact Mr Stuart
0279 722333

Turf Dressings

GreenWoods of the South of England

TOP DRESSING

- Top Soil
- Screened Loams
- Construction Mixes
- Sands
- Horticultural Composts
- 24 Hour Delivery

Established over 23 years

Call Carol:
Tel: (07677) 296
Fax: (07677) 7901

Mary Grow

THE BEST

TOP DRESSING

WITH OPTIONAL SEAWEED ADDITIVES

Plus Bark, Fen and Meadow Loams, Silica Sands, Peat, Fertilisers, Manures and Grass Seed Mixtures

Manor Farm, Abbotsley, Cambs PE19 4UW

GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL July 1991
41 - 3 Graham Robbins 79-8=71.  4 Stuart Taylor 73-1=72.  2nd Class: 1
David Montgomery 76-12=64.  2 Kenny Anderson 81-14=75.  3 Stuart Sime
85-15 = 70.  4 David Sinclair 86-15 = 71.  3rd Class: Wilson Morrison 93-
24=69.  2 Alasdair Fraser 96-24=72.  3 Stuart Donald 94-22=72.  4 Steven
Frost 94-20=74.

The team prize was won by the North Section with a total of 571, just
pipping the West with 576.

Peter Powell gave a special prize to Ian McDougall of Crieff for determi-
nation. His car expired 60 miles from Fraserburgh at 9.30am, but after see-
ing it into the hands of a motoring organisation, he arrived by taxi at 1pm.
Ian's 80-6=74 was not a bad score in the circumstances. All in all it was a
good day and as I said last year, with the road system we now have, it is
not nearly as far as it sounds.

ELLIOTT SMALL

NORTH EAST

Our annual Spring Competition was held at Bamburgh Castle on April
25th, the first time we had played there, though hopefully not the last. Set
in idyllic surroundings with the famous castle behind us and miles of gold-
en sands in the distance, this course is a 'must' for all who have not experi-
enced its charms. Our thanks then to the greenkeeping staff for such excel-
ent preparation and to the committee for granting us courtesy. The event,

RESULTS: Best Gross: M Simpkin, Parklands GC, 75. Best Nett; S Cram, Slay-
ley GandCC, 89-24=65. Assistant's Cup: J Pattinson, Gosforth GC 89-
20=69. Leading Nett scores: M Gunn 77-7=70. G Baxter 89-18=71. P
Robison 77-6=71. G Patterson 76-5=71.

Our congratulations to Craig Kilgour, 19, assistant greenkeeper at Ponte-
land GC, on winning the Durham County 72 hole Stroke Championship.
Membership of the North East section continues to rise, now up to nearly
90, due in no small part to the efforts made in spreading the good word
about the benefits of joining BIGGA. Keep them coming in!

JIMMY RICHARDSON

GOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD USE COCKLESHELL FOR ALL YOUR PATHS

1. No damage to your mowers – saving you time and money
2. It always looks clean – especially after rain
3. It can be used on all paths – right up to the edge of the grass
4. You can put it directly onto sand – and it stays on the surface
...and if you want a 5th... over 150 golf clubs already supplied can't be wrong!
(Including Sunningdale, St Georges, North Hants, Knole Park, and Gerrards Cross).

Contact us today for a leaflet and a sample – or you can do it tomorrow, because we've been in business for over 100 years so
we'll still be here! Deliveries nationwide.

DEVENISH LTD suppliers of shell sand and top soil
60 Hambro Hill, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8DH Tel: (0268) 743866/7

WELCOME TO A WORLD WHERE
THE GRASS IS ALWAYS GREENER.

Rhône-Poulenc provides the professional with a range of
effective, dependable products to control turf diseases.

ROVRAL GREEN is a contact fungicide with both curative
and preventative action. It's quick action in combating
turf disease makes it the ideal product to rely on at any
time of the year.

QUINTOZENE WETTABLE POWDER is a contact fungicide
which controls the main disease problems of U.K. turf. Use it
to ring the changes and keep one step ahead of turf disease.

MILDOTHANE TURF LIQUID is ideal for use during periods
of active grass growth when it's systemic action both
cures and prevents disease.

Rovral and Mildothane are also available in CDA
formulations. No water to add, no mixing, no handling
of chemicals - and both products can be applied through
most CDA lances with a droplet size of 200-300 microns.
NOW WE'VE GONE FOR A DRIVE

Our Lesco Greens Mower is an amazing success (we're selling more pro rata than anyone else in Britain). So now we've added a Fairways Mower. It has a complete hydraulic operation system, excellent stability, superb performance and much more. The Lesco policy is simple and very professional, provide the greenkeeper with unrivalled quality, value, and backup then offer it, unlike some of our rivals, at a sensible price. You know the only way to choose a mower is to test drive it first so give us a call and we will arrange a demonstration... and a comparison!

LES CO
FROM CDC

Quality doesn't always cost the earth
CDC Group plc, Chapel Works, Waldringfield, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 4PT. Telephone: (0473) 36791